The social determinants of health among them housing, employment, access
to benefits - have both their roots and
solutions in the Legal system. As such,
bringing a Lawyer on to the health care
team makes all the sense in the world.
(BMT) have contacted Cancer Legal Line
on many occasions seeking legal care for
their patients. Cancer Legal Line's staff
and volunteer attorneys have helped BMT
patients complete their wills and guard
ianship documents, negotiate extended
employment leave, and, in one case, suc
cessfully appeal a visa denial allowing a
young man to travel to the United Scates
to serve as his sister's donor.
"The challenges chat face cancer pa
tients and their families are complex and
exhausting. On cop of the medical and
emotional stresses, problems with insur
ance, employment, financial catastrophe
and estate planning add further stress to
all of chem and their families. Assistance
with legal issues can offer a respite from
worry and a salve for their pain. Caring
for the whole patient and rhe whole family
means helping protect all cancer patients
from financial pain as well," says Daniel
Weisdorf, M.D., Chief, Division of He
matology, Oncology & Transplantation,
Director, Adult Blood & Marrow Trans
plant Program, Universi ty of Minnesota.
Looking for a better, more integrated
approach to get these legal issues addressed
proacrively, Cancer Legal Line and BMT
joined together in May 2014 with funding
from the Fairview Foundation ro create the
first oncology based Medical-Legal Part
nership (MLP) in Minnesota. A growing
movement nationally, MLP's mission is to
mainstream an integrated medical-legal
approach to health and health care in a
wide range of settings. At the rime of chis
writing, MLPs have been established in
262 health care institutions in 36 scares.
The BMT Legal Clinic provides for
an onsire legal clinic in rhe BMT Unit
one day each week. Cancer Legal Line at
torneys meet with blood cancer patients

pre-transplant to complete a legal check
up and prepare legal documents, includ
ing a financial Power of Attorney, with
rhe goal of preventing and avoiding legal
obstacles from occurring down rhe road.
The partnership is studying rhe impact of
receiving integrated medical-legal care on
a patient's perceived stress and well being.
The BMT Legal Clinic was a long rime
in che making, bur because of rhe mutual
understanding of rhe depth and breadth
of che legal issues BMT patients face, both
sides of the partnership were committed
to seeing it become a reali ty.
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Cancer Legal Line views MLP as a way
of improving the health outcomes of not
only cancer patients, bur a wide range of
people and populations as well. Whether
set in primary care, pediatrics, hospice, or
public hospitals, many patients have legal
needs that adversely impact their health.
"I recognize chat there are forces outside
of what I can do for my patients from a
medical standpoint, that need to be ad
dressed through the legal system," says
Robert Pecrignano, M.D., of Children's
Healthcare ofAtlanta and a nationally rec
ognized expert on MLP and the interplay
of legal and health issues. "I can provide
every medication and known technology
to help an asthmatic patient, but if I send
chat child back to a mold infested apart
ment, what have I really done?" asks Pec
cignano. "Adding an attorney to the health
care team improves patient care. Period."+
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